We can know from the analysis of the data fusion model of wireless sensor network that data redundancy exists in the data transmission process because of the limitation of computing capability and communication capability of sensor nodes deployed in a cross and repeated manner. Therefore, we need to conduct research on data fusion technology to reduce or remove redundant and invalid data to save communication energy consumption and improve efficiency. This paper conducts research on a type of WSN data fusion algorithm of simulated annealing algorithm on the basis of the merits of global search of genetic algorithm and local search of simulated annealing algorithm. This algorithm can quickly locate the optimal sensor node sequence of mobile agent routing and achieve data fusion with good efficiency. Finally, this paper conduct simulation analysis and verification and the results indicate the validity of this algorithm.
the energy consumption in data fusion process and improve the utilization efficiency of network energy.
ARCHITECTURE OF WSN AND WSN DATA FUSION ROUTING SELECTION

Architecture of WSN
The architecture of WSN is shown in Figure 1 , which is composed of sensor nodes, convergent nodes and task management nodes. The basic composition and function of sensor network nodes include the following units: perception unit (composed by sensor and digital analog conversion function module), processing unit (composed by embedded system, including processor, memory and embedded operating system), communication unit (composed by wireless communication module) and supply unit. In addition, some other function units can selected, which include positioning system, mobile system and self-powered systems. 
WSN data fusion routing selection
The routing mode in sensor network is divided into address-centric routing (AC routing) and data-centric routing (DC routing). DC routing can effectively reduce the data flow and transmission load in the network and thus prolong the survival time of the network. Therefore, the focus of researches on data fusion technology is the fusion technology of DC routing. This paper adopts DC routing to achieve the data fusion in WSN. At present, there are three forms of data fusion technology based on DC routing, which are query-based routing, hierarchy-based routing and chain-based routing.
query-based routing: this method is achieved through cache mechanism and adopts the means of restraining copy. That is to say, this method conducts caching of transmitted data and will not transmit repeated data. This method is simple and can effectively reduce the data volume in the network through the combination of routing technology.
Hierarchy-based routing: this method includes LEACH algorithm and TEEN algorithm and the structure is shown in Figure 2 . LEACH algorithm puts emphasis on the importance of data fusion but does not give concrete algorithm. TEEN algorithm is a modification of LEACH algorithm, which is applied in event-driven sensor network. TEEN and directed diffusion routing can restrain the data that needn't to be transmitted through cache mechanism and the caching operation becomes more flexible with the setting of threshold. This method also restrains the data with small difference value compared with previous monitoring results.
Positioning system
Mobile system Chain-based routing: this method mainly includes PEGASIS algorithm. This algorithm modifies LEACH algorithm based on two assumptions. The first is all nodes are far away from the aggregation node and the second is that every node can fuse the received data with its own data to form a consistent population. The structure is shown in Figure 3 . Compared with LEACH algorithm, the single chain structure of PEGASIS algorithm ensure the shortest distance of data transmission among nodes. Moreover, there is only one node conducts remote data transmission, which saves energy. However, the average delay is large and the robustness is poor.
MODIFIED WSN DATA FUSION ALGORITHM
Modification of crossover operator and mutation operator
Genetic algorithm (GA) is a type of global convergence algorithm simulating the natural biological evolution process of and is widely applied in engineering, Genetic algorithm adopts fixed crossover probability and mutation probability and randomly generates the parent population in need for crossover and mutation. Traditional genetic algorithm does not take individual fitness into consideration in the crossover and mutation operations in the parent population, which may lead to the destruction of individuals of good fitness in the parent population, thus influencing the operating efficiency and the convergence of genetic algorithm. Therefore, we need to modify individual crossover probability and mutation probability, making it relate to individual fitness.
Self-adapted individual crossover probability related to individual fitness:
p ci represents the probability of crossover operation of individual i; c p is the pre-established crossover probability; f(x i )is the fitness of individual i.
Self-adapted individual mutation probability related to individual fitness:
p mi represents the probability of mutation operation of individual i;p m is the pre-established mutation probability; f(x i )is the fitness of individual i.
The modified strategy makes it possible for the individual with the highest fitness in the population to conduct crossover and mutation operation. Moreover, the higher the fitness of individual in the population, the lower the probability of crossover and mutation operation; the lower the fitness of individual in the population, the higher the probability of crossover and mutation operation. This modified strategy conforms to biological evolution mechanism and can effectively improve the algorithm efficiency on the premise of guaranteeing global convergence and. This modified strategy can quickly find out the optimal solution.
3.2Simulated annealing algorithm
Simulated annealing algorithm is a type of random search algorithm based on the annealing mechanism of solid matter in physics, which searches through the changing process of controlling temperature. This algorithm has strong local searching ability and can avoid local optimal solution in the searching process. If the initial temperature is T 0 , the temperature descending coefficient is k and the temperature at t moment is T(t), the corresponding simulated annealing model is:
In the searching process, new solution occurs in the domain of current solution Y and the transform of new solution of Y' is:
The probability of acceptance from Y into Y' is determined by Meteopolis criterion:
Based on Meteopolis criterion, when the new solution is more optimal, we accept new solution as current solution or we take probability p(Y)as current solution.
WSN data fusion algorithm of SA-GA
We can know from the comparison that genetic algorithm has strong global searching capability while simulated annealing algorithm has strong local searching capacity. We can effectively insert simulated annealing algorithm into the loop body of self-adapted genetic algorithm and complement each other to obtain a type of modified WSN data fusion optimization algorithm based on mobile agent routing.
Concrete implementation steps are as follow:
Step 1: Initialize the population of genetic algorithm M, maximum evolution generations T max , initial temperature of simulated annealing algorithm T 0 , temperature descending coefficient k, maximum internal circulation coefficient C max .
Step 2: Set the generation method of initial population and coding scheme of mobile agent routing nodes.
Step 3: Calculate the individual fitness of the population:
is the cost of access of mobile agent routingP; w con is a group of constants; g(p) is the penalty term.
Step 4: Conduct adaptive crossover and compiling operation on individuals to obtain the optimal individual and then conduct fitness stretching on the optimal individual:
f max is the fitness of the optimal individual.
Step 5: Generate new population through above genetic operations and then calculate the individual fitness in the new population.
Step 6: Set the circulation counter t=0 of simulated annealing algorithm and minimum number of new solution acceptance and calculate the individual disturbance quantity (T i ).
Judge the results based on Meteopolis criterion. If the ne solution is accepted, then the counter conduct the accumulation; if the ne solution is not accepted, then the counter will remain the original value.
Step 7: Judge the value of the counter. If it is greater than the generations of simulated annealing, then stop the operations. Replace the individual after simulated annealing with the individual with the worst fitness and replace any individual in the progeny population with optimal individual generated by the mutation operation; if it is greater than simulated annealing generations, then repeat steps 2 to 7.
Step 8: Judge evolution generations. If TT max , then use annealing mode to descend the temperature. Meanwhile, the evolution generation is increased by 1 and repeat step 2 to 7.
Step 9: Judge evolution generations. If TT max , then end the iterative searching process and output the optimal path of corresponding sensor data fusion node sequence of current optimal solution.
The corresponding framework and flow of the above algorithm is shown in Figure 4 . 
SIMULATION AND EMULATION
Network energy consumption and network delay are the key performance of algorithms. To examine the network energy consumption and network delay performance of the above algorithm, this paper adopts Matlab to conduct simulation and emulation analysis. The setting of experiment conditions is as follow: WSN nodes are randomly distributed in the rectangular region of 100m×100m and the number of sensor nodes ranges from 10 to 100. The variation unit is 10 and the communication radius of network nodes is 50m. Figure 5 gives the WSN node changing curve of the energy cost of unit information gain. A represents the simulation result of single genetic algorithm and B represents the simulation result of the genetic algorithm inserted with simulated annealing algorithm. We can see from the simulation result that with the continuous increase of sensor nodes, the unit information gain is on a declining curve. Besides, the combination of simulated annealing algorithm and genetic algorithm utilizes the strong local searching capability of simulated annealing algorithm and the strong global searching capability of genetic algorithm, which means that it can quickly find the mobile agent routing of data fusion and reduce energy consumption. Meanwhile, it chooses to conduct data fusion of senor nodes on the optimal path, which effectively extend the network lifetime. Figure 6 gives the curve of network delay with the increase of goal nodes. A represents the simulation result of single genetic algorithm and B represents the simulation result of the genetic algorithm inserted with simulated annealing algorithm. We can see from the simulation result that with the continuous increase of goal nodes, the network delay increases accordingly and the increase rate of the genetic algorithm inserted with simulated annealing algorithm is slower, which is because the genetic algorithm inserted with simulated annealing algorithm can quickly return along the optimal path to process sensor nodes and extends network lifetime. Moreover, it is not influenced by the number of goal nodes, which facilities corresponding network extensibility. 
CONCLUSION
Aiming at the limitation of computing capability and communication capability of sensor nodes, overlapping node deployment and data redundancy, this paper conduct research on the data fusion sensors and gives a type of multi sensor data fusion of genetic algorithm inserted with simulated annealing algorithm and detailed analysis of concrete algorithm implementation steps. Finally, this paper verifies the multi sensor data fusion of genetic algorithm inserted with simulated annealing algorithm through simulation analysis. the simulation result shows that this algorithm can quickly find the sensor node sequence on the mobile agent routing and achieve effective data fusion, which has smaller network energy consumption and network delay and extend the lifetime of WSN.
